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Abstract Polyphase channelizer is an important component of subband adaptive filtering systems. This paper
presents an energy-efficient hardware architecture and
VLSI implementation of polyphase channelizer, integrating
algorithmic, architectural and circuit level design techniques. At algorithm level, low complexity polyphase
channelizer architecture is derived using multirate signal
processing approach. To reduce the computational complexity in polyphase filters, computation sharing differential
coefficient (CSDC) method is effectively used as an
architectural level technique. The main idea of CSDC is
to combine the strength of augmented differential coefficient method and subexpression sharing. Efficient circuitlevel techniques: low power commutator implementation,
dual-VDD scheme and novel level-converting flip-flop

(LCFF), are also used to further reduce the power
dissipation. The proposed polyphase channelizer consumes
352 mW power with throughput of 480 million samples per
second (MSPS). A test chip has been fabricated in 0.18 μm
CMOS technology and its functionality is verified. Chip
measurement results show that the dual-VDD implementation achieves a total power saving of 2.7 X.
Keywords Multirate system . Polyphase channelizer .
Very large scale integration (VLSI) . Low power design .
Hardware architecture

1 Introduction
Subband adaptive filtering systems are widely used for
adaptive signal processing applications that require filters
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with very long impulse response and/or suffer from slow
convergence speed [1–6]. In such applications, subband
adaptive filtering is a viable alternative to conventional
least-mean-square (LMS) algorithm since it reduces computational complexity and offers improved convergence
rate. In the basic configuration of a subband adaptive
filtering system as shown in Fig. 1, both input signal x[n]
and desired response d[n] are decomposed into subbands
using polyphase channelizers and all the adaptive filtering
operations are performed independently in those subbands.
After separate adaptive filtering, the subbands signals are
recombined by a polyphase combiner to produce the final
output.
The basic structure of a polyphase channelizer is
illustrated in Fig. 2, which is a multirate digital signal
processing system [7]. In the polyphase channelizer, the
input signal x[n] is multiplied with the complex exponenðk Þn
tials WM
¼ ej2pkn=M ; 80  k  M  1, that is equivalent
to a uniform shift in frequency domain. The resulting
signals are passed through a low-pass filter with impulse
response h[n], which is generally called the prototype filter.
The output of the prototype filter is decimated by a factor N
to generate each subband signal. Adaptive filtering algorithm and/or other signal processing can then be applied
separately to the subband signals. Compared to direct
wideband filtering approach, subband filtering greatly
reduces both update rate and length of the adaptive filters
resulting in lower computational complexity. Moreover,
processing data in separate subbands shows better convergence speed in the case of LMS algorithm, since the
adaptation step size in each subband can be matched to the
energy of the subband input signal [1, 2].
In the polyphase channelizer shown in Fig. 2, when
critical sampling is employed (i.e., N=M), the presence of
aliasing requires the use of adaptive cross-filters between
adjacent subbands [1] or gap filterbanks [4]. However,
systems with cross-filters generally converge more slowly
and have higher computation cost, while the distortion
produced by gap filter banks may not be acceptable.
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Figure 1 Basic configuration of a subband adaptive filtering system.
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Figure 2 The basic structure of a polyphase channelizer.

Oversampled subband adaptive filtering systems with N<
M offer simplified structure without employing cross-filters
or gap filter banks and reduce the alias level in the
subbands by allowing more spectral spacing between
adjacent subbands. In order to reduce the computational
complexity, the oversampling ratio M/N is usually chosen
to be close to one. In our polyphase channelizer architecture, M=64 and N=48 are used.
Appropriate choice of the prototype filter h[n] is another
important issue for the minimum mean-square error
(MMSE) performance of subband adaptive filtering [6].
There are generally two criteria for choosing the prototype
filters: sufficient stopband attenuation and perfect reconstruction. If the stopband attenuation of the prototype filter
is high enough to sufficiently suppress the aliasing, the
perfect reconstruction issue is simplified to the consideration of power-complementary [8]. To sufficiently reduce
the alias level in the subbands, large prototype filter (e.g.,
with hundreds of taps) is necessary, which gives rise to
large amount of power consumption, especially when the
input data rate is high. A lot of research work has been
conducted regarding the optimization over the choices of
prototype filter and filter bank design [8–10]. However,
little work has been done on efficient hardware architecture
and VLSI implementation of the polyphase channelizer,
which is the main focus of this work.
In order to achieve low power consumption while
accommodating high input data rate, all design aspects
from algorithm level to circuit need to be carefully analyzed
and optimized. We present an energy-efficient hardware
architecture and VLSI design techniques for implementing
a polyphase channelizer with M=64 and N=48. The
prototype filter has 768 taps and the input data rate is 480
million samples per second (MSPS). First, since the direct
implementation of polyphase channelizer in Fig. 2 has large
computational complexity, low complexity polyphase channelizer architecture is derived using current multirate signal
processing techniques. In the low complexity architecture,
all the polyphase filters can be expressed as transposed
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direct form of FIR filters. Therefore, reduction of computational complexity in FIR filtering operation has a large
impact on the power consumption of polyphase channelizer. Computation sharing differential coefficient (CSDC)
method [11] is efficiently used to obtain low complexity
parallel multiplierless implementation of FIR filters. The
main idea of CSDC approach is to combine the strength of
differential coefficient method [12] and subexpression
sharing [13, 14], which leads to significant power savings
in polyphase filters implementation.
In addition to the algorithmic/architectural level techniques, efficient circuit level techniques are also used for low
power implementation of polyphase channelizer. The input
data of polyphase channelizer are fed into the commutator
using double data rate (DDR) format. However, using dualedge triggered flip-flops incur larger area and power
consumption than single-edge triggered flip-flop. We
propose low power commutator design, which uses only
positive-edge triggered flip-flops without degrading input
data rates. To further reduce the power dissipation, since
our proposed polyphase channelizer has two clock
domains, efficient dual-VDD scheme and level-converting
flip-flop (LCFF) are also presented as circuit level
techniques.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2,
computationally efficient polyphase channelizer structure is
derived using current multirate signal processing techniques. First part of section 3 presents the fixed-point
modeling of polyphase channelizer based on tradeoffs
between hardware complexity and system performance.
Computation sharing differential coefficient (CSDC) approach for efficiently reducing power consumption in
polyphase filters are also presented in section 3. In section
4, circuit-level techniques: energy efficient commutator,
level-converting flip-flop (LCFF) and dual-VDD scheme,
are explored to further reduce the power consumption of the
proposed polyphase channelizer. VLSI implementation
and the test chip results are presented in section 5, and
section 6 concludes the paper.

XM−1[m]]T and vector v[n] = [v0[n], v1[n], …, vM−1[n]]T.
Since Xk[m] is the decimation of vk[n] by a factor of N,

Xk[m]=vk[mN], or X[m]=v[mN]. And vk ½n ¼ x½nWMkn *
1
P
h½n  l   ½l WMkl , where * denotes the convoh½ n ¼
l¼1

lution operation. It follows that
Xk ½m ¼

1
P

h½mN  l   ½l WMkl


k ðmN l Þ
h½mN  l   ½l WM
WMkmN
l¼1

1
P
¼
rk ½mN  l   ½l  WMkmN

¼

l¼1

1
P

l¼1

¼ ðrk ½n*  ½nÞ #N WMkmN ;
where ↓N denotes decimation by a factor of N. And

rk ½n ¼ h½nWMkn , which in z-domain is Rk ð zÞ ¼ H zWMk ,
where H(z) denotes the z-transform of the prototype
1
P
filter impulse response h[n], i.e., H ð zÞ ¼
h½nzn ,
n¼1

and WMk ¼ ej2pk=M . The polyphase channelizer is thus
transformed into the structure as shown in Fig. 3a.
The filters rk ½n ¼ h½nWMkn with 0≤k≤M-1, and their
following decimation operations form a new filter bank,
which is highlighted by the dashed-line rectangle in Fig. 3a.
The input of the filter bank is x[n] and the outputs of this
new filter bank are ðrk ½n*  ½nÞ #N with 0≤k≤M-1.
Using polyphase decomposition and factorization, this
new filter bank can be transformed into three serially
connected processing blocks, i.e., a commutator with
decimation factor of N, an M×N polyphase matrix and an
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2 Computationally Efficient Structure of Polyphase
Channelizer
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Although the basic structure shown in Fig. 2 is conceptually clear and useful, it is not computationally efficient,
therefore not suitable for hardware implementation. In this
section, we present a computationally efficient structure for
polyphase channelizer using multirate signal processing
approach.
As shown in Fig. 2, Xk[m] is the output of k-th channel,
vk[n] is the output of prototype filter h[n] for k-th channel, where 0≤k≤M−1. Vector X[m] = [X0[m], X1[m], …,
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Figure 3 Computationally efficient polyphase channelizer.
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M×M DFT matrix, which is shown in Fig. 3b [15]. In this
low complexity architecture of polyphase channelizer,
commutator is composed of a delay chain followed by
decimators. The elements of M×N polyphase matrix B(z)
are given by
(

½Bð zÞij ¼

 
zl QðjþlN Þ zL ;

if ði  jÞ mod g ¼ 0

15
16

-3

ðj þ lN Þ mod M ¼ i; g ¼ gcd ðM ; N Þ; 0  i  M  1; 0  j  N  1;

where gcd(M,N) is the greatest common divisor of M
and N. Here, K is the least common multiple of M and
N, and J and L are the two integers satisfying K = JM =
LN. In the M×N polyphase matrix, filter Ql(z) is the l-th
K-th order polyphase element of the prototype filter H(z),
K1
1
P l
P
i.e., H ð zÞ ¼
z Ql ðzK Þ and Ql ð zÞ ¼
ql ðnÞzn with
l¼0

31
32

47
48

3 Fixed-Point Modeling and Low Complexity
Architecture
3.1 Fixed-Point Modeling of Polyphase Channelizer
For the fixed point implementation of low complexity
polyphase channelizer, floating-point data type needs to be

-2

-1

n¼1

ql[n]=h[Kn+l].
In this polyphase channelizer architecture, excluding the
commutator, the whole system is operating at the rate N
times lower than the input data rate, which significantly
reduces the amount of required computations. Instead of
using one large prototype filter h[n] for each subband
channel, only one polyphase matrix B is needed for all M
channels. DFT matrix can be implemented using the FFT
structure [7]. For M=64, N=48, multiplication with the
complex exponential WMkmN is trivial since WMkmN reduces
to (-j)km. Consequently, computational efficiency of the
derived architecture is much higher than the basic architecture in Fig. 2, thereby achieving much higher energy
efficiency.
Structure of the polyphase matrix B with M=64 and N=
48 is shown in Fig. 4, where each non-zero element filter is
represented by a dot. As mentioned above, filter Q(z)is the
polyphase element of the prototype filterH(z). There are
totally K=192 nonzero polyphase element filters in B and
the whole matrix B can be divided into 12 16×16 submatrices. The nonzero element filters of B are located on
the main diagonal of these sub-matrices. For example, in
the second sub-matrix on the first row, the non-zero
element filters on its main diagonal are shown in Fig. 4 as
z1 Q6479 ðz4 Þ, i.e., the first non-zero element along the
diagonal is z1 Q64 ðz4 Þ filter, the second non-zero element
along the diagonal is z1 Q65 ðz4 Þ and so on. All other nonzero elements are similarly illustrated in Fig. 4.
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Figure 4 Structure of the polyphase matrix B with M=64 and N=48.

converted into fixed-point and finite precision effect should
be investigated. In the fixed-point modeling, there always
exists a fundamental trade-off between hardware complexity and system performance. Considering the effect of
quantization error on the polyphase channelizer system
performance, fixed-point modeling of polyphase filters is
presented in this subsection.
Integrated Side-Lobe Ratio (ISLR) is used as the
metric for polyphase channelizer system performance.
ISLR of the k-th channel (or subband) is defined as
into all other channels from the k  th channel
ISLRk ¼ Energy leaking
. In
Energy confined in the k  th channel
polyphase channelizer, the energy leakage in above
equation causes alias distortion in each subband. In order
to achieve a small minimum mean-square error (MMSE) of
the subband adaptive filtering shown in Fig. 1, it is
desirable to keep ISLR at a low level [6].
The input data of the polyphase channelizer come
from a 12-bit ADC (analog-to-Digital Converter). We
start by exploring the effect of the bit-length of the filter
coefficients on ISLR. Relationship between bit-length of
prototype filter coefficients and ISLR is shown in Fig. 5.
When the bit-length is greater than 13, ISLR levels off
and using more bits has little or no impact on ISLR.
There exists a theoretical limit on achievable ISLR value
for a given prototype filter. In the region where bitlength is smaller than 13, ISLR takes off and small
reduction on bit-length will lead to large increase in
ISLR. Hence the optimal point is the knee of the curve,
which corresponds to a bit-length of 13 and an ISLR of
−73.4 dB.
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obtain low-complexity parallel multiplierless implementation
of FIR filters and DSP tasks involving multiplications with a
set of constants.
Let us consider the CSDC approach. Figure 8 shows the
transposed direct form structure of M-tap FIR filter. In this
figure, the set of FIR filter coefficients are represented
as a vector C = [c0, c1, ... CM−1] and
h the outputs of the
i
ðnÞ
ðnÞ
ðnÞ
multiplication network are PðnÞ ¼ P0 ; P1 ; . . . PM 1 .
The input and output relation of the multiplication network
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Figure 5 ISLR vs. Bit-length of filter coefficient.

3.2 Low Complexity Polyphase Filters Using CSDC
The polyphase matrix B(z) represents a MIMO (Multi-Input
Multi-Output) system. The inputs to B(z) are denoted as
vector A(z)=[A0(z), A1(z),…, A47(z)] and outputs of U(z) are
denoted as vector U(z)=[U0(z),U1(z),…,U63(z)], which
means U(z)=B(z)A(z). Polyphase matrix B is shown in
Fig. 6, where each filter Qk represents the polyphase
element of the prototype filter H(z). More detailed inner
structure of the polyphase matrix is shown in Fig. 7,
providing views from an input port and an output port.
The implementation structure of the polyphase matrix B
consists of two stages. The first stage is the multiplication
stage in which all the inputs are multiplied by appropriate
non-zeros elements in B(z). The second stage is the
summation stage in which outputs of B(z) are calculated
by summing up appropriate three outputs from the
multiplication stage. For example, A0(z) is multiplied by
Q0(z4), Q48(z4)z-1, Q96(z4)z-2 and Q144(z4)z-3 as shown in
Fig. 7a, and U0(z)=Q0(z4)A0(z)+z-1Q64(z4)A16(z)+z-2Q128(z4)
A32(z), which is shown in Fig. 7b. Since the prototype filter
has 768 taps, denoted as the set {h[0], h[1], …, h[767]},
each polyphase element of the prototype filter Qk has four
taps. From Figs. 6 and 7a, we note that every input of B(z),
Ak(z), is multiplied by four polyphase filters: Qk,Qk+48,Qk
+96,Qk+144. These polyphase filters can be implemented using
the transposed direct form structure as shown in Fig. 7a,
where every input of B(z) is multiplied by a set of constants
consisting of 16 filter coefficients. For example, as shown in
Fig. 7a, A0(z) is multiplied by a set of constants consisting of
coefficients h[0], h[192], h[384], h[576], h[48], h[240], h
[432], h[624], h[96], h[288], h[480], h[672], h[144], h[336],
h[528] and h[720]. Since we have 48 of 16 tap transposed
direct from filters, computational complexity reduction on
these multiplications has a large impact on the hardware
implementation of the polyphase matrix B. For this purpose,
we developed an efficient computational complexity reduction technique, called Computation Sharing Differential
Coefficient (CSDC) method [11], which can be used to

ðnÞ

can be expressed as Pi ¼ xðnÞci , where 0≤i≤M−1. To
reduce the computational complexity of FIR filters,
differential coefficients method [12] was proposed. In this
approach, by considering the differential coefficient ci-cj,
ðnÞ
the computation of Pi ¼ xðnÞci can be represented as
ðnÞ
Pi ¼ xðnÞðci  cj Þ þ xðnÞcj . When x(n)(ci -cj ) is very
simple (e.g. (ci-cj) is a power of two), other than computing
ðnÞ
ðnÞ
ðnÞ
Pi , we can simply reuse Pj and sum up Pj with x(n)(ciðnÞ
ðnÞ
cj) to produce Pi . Compared to direct Pi computation,
since x(n)(ci-cj) is much simpler, we can reduce the required
amount of computations. In augmented differential coefficients approach, in addition to considering the difference
between coefficients, (ci-cj), sum of coefficients, (ci+cj), is
ðnÞ
also considered. In other
 words, Pi can also be expressed
ð nÞ
as Pi ¼ xðnÞ ci þ cj  xðnÞcj , where we can achieve
computation reduction if x(n)(ci+cj) is much simpler. In
the augmented differential coefficient approach, considering both the differences and sums of the filter coefficients
greatly expands the design space, thus increasing the
opportunities for more computational complexity reduction.
Subexpression sharing [13, 14] approaches are also used
to reduce the computational complexity in FIR filter
implementations. For example, consider FIR filter with
three taps c0 = 0100101, c1 = 10001001, c2 = 00111001.
Without using computation sharing, seven additions are
needed. However, we can easily notice that there is one
common subexpression 1001 in these three coefficients. If
we first compute 1001×x(n) and share the result of this
computation among three coefficients, only 4 more additions are needed. By exploiting computation sharing,
common computations are computed once and shared for
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Figure 6 Implementation structure of the polyphase matrix B.
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Figure 7 Illuminating the inner
structure of polyphase matrix B.
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all the filter coefficients, which significantly reduces total
number of additions/subtractions.
The main idea of the CSDC method is to combine the
strength of the augmented differential coefficient approach
and subexpression sharing. As mentioned above, the
augmented differential coefficient approach expands the
design space. The expanded design space can be expressed
as undirected and complete graph representation, where
vertex set means all the filter coefficient and edges between
two vertices means adder cost. The problem of minimizing
the adder cost (the number of additions/subtractions) for a
given filter is transformed into a problem of searching for
minimum spanning tree with appropriate subexpression set.
A heuristic search algorithm based on genetic algorithm is
used to search for low-complexity solutions over the
expanded design space in conjunction with exploring
subexpression sharing. Comparison with several existing
techniques based on the available data shows that our
method yields comparable or better results for multiplierless

FIR filter implementation. When applied to the polyphase
filter in matrix B, CSDC achieved 57% complexity
reduction in terms of the number of additions in comparison with the implementation in which all the coefficients
are encoded in the canonical signed digit (CSD) format,
which leads to significant area and power savings in our
polyphase channelizer implementation.
Since M=64, for implementing the DFT matrix, we use
the well-known radix-4 FFT structure, which has three
stages. In the fixed-point modeling, the important nodes
x(n)

Multiplication network
CM-2

C1

C0

P1(n)

P0(n)
-1

Z

PM-2(n)
Z-1

Figure 8 Transposed direct form of M-tap FIR filter.
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under consideration include the output nodes of the
polyphase matrix, output nodes of the first and second
stages of the FFT and the final outputs. Outputs of the final
stage of the FFT have the same bit-length as the final
outputs since magnitude of the complex exponential,
WMkmN , is 1. Fixed-point modeling and extensive simulations in Matlab and Simulink [16] have been performed to
determine the bit-length of DFT twiddle factors and the
important nodes mentioned above.
Appropriate scaling is also employed to avoid overflow.
Within the polyphase matrix, for the given prototype filter,
the maximum possible gain is about 1.85, which is less than
2. Hence scaling by 0.5 is enough to avoid overflow.
Scaling by 0.25 is applied to output of each stage of the
FFT. Table 1 summarizes the bit-lengths used for final
hardware implementation. The resulting ISLR is −66 dB.

4 Circuit Level Techniques
In this section, circuit-level design techniques, including an
efficient commutator implementation, dual-VDD scheme,
and a novel level-converting flip-flop (LCFF) are described.
The input data of polyphase channelizer are fed into the
commutator using double data rate (DDR) format. However, using dual-edge triggered flip-flops incur larger area and
power consumption. We propose low power commutator
design, which uses only positive-edge triggered flip-flops
without degrading input data rates. To further reduce the
power dissipation, since our proposed polyphase channelizer has two clock domains, efficient dual-VDD scheme
and level-converting flip-flop (LCFF) are also presented.

CLK
DATA_VALID
DATA

Figure 9 Timing diagram of DDR data input.

tator are denoted as x1[m], x2[m], …, x47[m], x48[m], from
top to bottom. Since data input from ADC uses Double
Data Rate (DDR), one straightforward implementation is to
use dual-edge triggered flip-flops. However, using dualedge triggered flip-flops would incur larger area and power
consumption than single-edge triggered flip-flops.
We developed an efficient commutator implementation,
which uses only positive-edge triggered flip-flops, and a
clock generation circuit as shown in Fig. 10a, b, respectively. As shown in Fig. 10a, the input data sequence is first
broken into two sequences: an odd data sequence and an
even data sequence. Then these two data sequences are
sampled by the flip-flops driven by clock signal clk2. In
order to make the proposed circuit work, generating
appropriate clock signals clk1 and clk2 is critical.
When DATA_VALID goes from low to high, first
sampling edge of clk1 shall be a rising edge. Otherwise,
x[n]
D

D

x1

D
D

D

x3

D

x4

D

D

5 An Efficient Commutator Circuit Implementation
with Double Data Rate (DDR) Data Input

D
D

D

x47

The input data (DATA) of polyphase channelizer are
generated by an ADC (analog-to-Digital Converter) and
are fed into the polyphase channelizer using a Double Data
Rate (DDR) format with a DATA_VALID signal. The
assertion of DATA_VALID signal indicates that the input
data is valid. The timing diagram is illustrated in Fig. 9.
As shown in Fig. 3b, the commutator is composed of a
delay chain, which consists of 47 serially connected delay
elements, and 48 decimators. The outputs of the commu-
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Commutator Circuit

D Q
Q

DATA_VALID

x48

clk2

clk_tmp
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x2
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φ
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Table 1 Bit-lengths used for hardware implementation.
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Figure 10 Efficient commutator implementation.
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Figure 11 Dual-VDD, level
converting and multiplexing.
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input data will not be correctly sampled. Clock signal CLK
cannot meet this requirement since the edge of CLK right
after the rising edge of DATA_VALID can be either a rising
edge or a falling edge (although in Fig. 9, it is drawn that
the first edge of CLK right after the rising edge of
DATA_VALID is a falling edge). The clock generation
circuitry is shown in Fig. 10b. In the generation of clk1,
first we use the rising edge of signal DATA_VALID to
sample the CLK signal and generate signal s (Note that s is
initially reset to low). If s is high, the first sampling edge of
CLK must be a falling edge. Otherwise, the first sampling
edge of CLK must be a rising edge. Propagating signal s
and CLK through an XOR gate generates the clk_tmp
signal. As a result, the first sampling edge of CLK
generates a rising edge on clk_tmp, which can be used to
sample the first input data sample. To remove possible
glitches on clk_tmp, DATA_VALID is delayed by a buffer
(BUFFER), generating the DATA_VALID_DLY signal.
Finally, DATA_VALID_DLY and clk_tmp go through an
AND gate such that the glitches in clk_tmp do not
propagate through to clk1, thus producing a glitch-free
clock signal clk1. It is necessary to carefully adjust the
delay of the buffer (BUFFER) to make sure that clock
signal clk1 is generated as desired. Dividing clk1 by 24
produces the clock signal clk2. Consequently, in conjunction with the clock generation circuit, the commutator is
efficiently implemented without using dual-edge triggered
flip-flops. Given the fact that the commutator is operating at
a data rate 48 times as high as the rest of the polyphase
channelizer, this efficient implementation of the commutator leads to considerable power saving.

Macroblock

z[l]

Multiplexer

Therefore, we can apply the nominal supply voltage to the
commutator while the supply voltage of the rest of the
system (i.e. polyphase matrix, FFT and multiplications with
the complex exponentials WMkmN ) can be scaled down. Due
to the quadratic dependence between the switching power
and supply voltage, such a dual-VDD scheme can lead to
significant power savings. The associated overhead is the
level conversion that is required to raise the output signal
level to the high supply voltage at the interface from the
low-VDD block to the high-VDD block. The application of
the dual-VDD scheme is illustrated in Fig. 11.
To export the computation results of the subbands,
multiplexing is usually employed as shown in Fig. 11.
The multiplexer operates at the nominal supply voltage.
The multiplexer (MUX) usually consists of two stages.
At the first stage all the channel outputs are sampled and
latched into flip-flops. At the second stage the latched
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5.1 Dual-VDD Scheme and Level-Converting Flip-Flop
As pointed out in section 2, the whole system except the
commutator operates at a rate 1/48 of the input data rate.
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Figure 12 Level-converting flip-flop (LCFF).
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Figure 13 Simulation waveforms of the LCFF.

data are serially sent off the chip. Conventionally, the
level converters and the flip-flops in the first stage of
the multiplexer are designed and optimized separately.
In this work, we developed a new Level-Converting
Flip-Flop (LCFF) called Self-Precharging Filp-Flop
(SPFF) [17], which merges a level converter and a flipflip, leading to reduced area and power consumption and
higher performance.
The schematic of the proposed level-converting flip-flop
is shown in Fig. 12. It is composed of two stages. The first
stage is a sampling circuit detecting voltage at the input
during a pulse window implicitly generated on the rising
edge of the clock. During the sampling window, the state of
the input is captured to the dynamic node (X) and then
stored to the second stage, which is a cross-coupled inverter
latch. Conditional capturing capability has been incorpo-

Figure 14 Die photo of the test
chip.

rated by getting a feedback from the output through the
NOR gate that drives the lowest NMOS transistor in the
sampling paths. In this way, redundant transitions are
removed from the dynamic node resulting in statistical
power saving based on the data switching activity. The
amount of power saving achieved by this internal clock
gating is larger than the incurred power overhead for
relatively low data switching activities. However, in high
data switching activities the conditional capturing may not
be of benefit since there is less chance to gate the clock and
prevent redundant internal switching. The order of the
transistor stack in the sampling path is based on the arrival
time of the signals. The data input, which is the latest
arriving signal, drives the transistor closest to the dynamic
node. This ordering increases the performance of the flipflop and allows more negative setup time. Negative setup

Low VDD supply pads

Commutator

Multiplexer

Polyphase Matrix

Clock
Generator

Low VDD supply pads

LCFF
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6 VLSI Implementation and Test Chip Results
The proposed polyphas channelizer is implemented using
well-automated design flow from algorithmic optimization

Table 2 Features of polyphase channelizer chip.
TSMC 0.18 μm

Process
Voltage
Clock frequency
Power (at 240 Mhz)
die area

nominal VDD
VDDL
normal operation
using dual-VDD

1.8 V
0.9 V
240 Mhz
57 mW
21.1 mW
10 mm2

Power vs. VDDL (VDDH=1.8V, f = 240MHz)
60
50

Power (mW)

time provides soft clock edge property [18], which is
powerful in eliminating clock skew and jitter from timing
budget in critical paths.
The precharging transistor (MP1) is derived by a selfresetting circuit providing the self-precharging capability to
this flip-flop. If the dynamic node (X) is discharged, the
output goes high and the precharge transistor (MP1) is
turned on and recharges the dynamic node. During the rest
of the cycle, the state of the dynamic node is kept charged
by the NOR gate and the PMOS precharging transistor
which act like an inverter and a keeper when the dynamic
node is high. If the output goes high due to the discharge of
the dynamic node, the feedback from the output to the
sampling path turns off the sampling path so that the selfpreharging operation does not cause any short circuit power
consumption. In this flip-flop data and clock can have any
voltage swing and the level conversion occurs on the
dynamic node. Another benefit of the self-precharging
technique is that it reduces the clock load and saves some
clock power. Moreover, the switching activity of the selfprecharging circuit is dependent on the data switching
activity. Therefore, in moderate and low data switching
activities the power overhead of the self-prechrging circuit
is mitigated by the saving from the clock power.
Figure 13 shows the simulated waveforms of the flipflops, which are obtained by HSPICE simulations of the
flip-flops using typical models of a 0.25 μm CMOS
technology at 25°C with VDDH =2.5 V and VDDL =1.75 V
and the output load of 30 fF. As observed, the delay of the
self-precharging (PR) is long enough so that it happens
after latching the input data. Based on simulation results,
the proposed flip-flop exhibits up to 60% delay reduction
and 35% improvement in power delay product as compared
to conventional level converting flip-flops proposed in [18].
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Figure 15 Power consumption of the test chip at different VDDL.

and fixed-point modeling in Maltab/Simulink [16], VHDL
coding and logic synthesis to physical design. LCFF is
designed using full custom design method. The rest of the
design, including the commutator, the clock generation
circuit, polyphase matrix, FFT and multiplexer are coded in
VHDL, synthesized using Synopsys tools [19] and their
layouts are separately generated in Silicon Ensemble [20]
using Artisan standard cell library [21]. Since our design
incorporates dual VDD and combines custom and semicustom blocks, the final layout is generated by assembling
the layouts of all the constituent blocks in IC Craftsman
[20]. We used TSMC 6-metal-alyer 0.18 μm CMOS
technology. We performed full-chip simulation to estimate
the power dissipation of the system. Based on the
simulation results, when the whole system is operating at
the nominal supply voltage of 1.8 V (i.e. without employing dual-VDD scheme), the total power consumption is
about 844 mW with a throughput of 480 MSPS. However,
using the proposed dual-VDD scheme, the lower VDD can
be as low as 0.9 V and this leads to a power consumption of
352 mW, which corresponds to a power saving of 2.4X.
The total layout area of the design is about 64 mm2.
In order to reduce the fabrication cost while validating
the proposed hardware architecture and VLSI design
techniques, the design was simplified by reducing the
wordlength of input data to 4 bits. Bit-lengths of filter
coefficients and DFT twiddle factors remain unchanged
while bit-lengths of other nodes are reduced by 8. The
test chip includes the commutator and its clock generation circuitry, the polyphase matrix, LCFF block, and
multiplexer.
The test chip was fabricated using the TSMC 6-metallayer 0.18 μm CMOS technology. Die photo of the test chip
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is shown in Fig. 14. The total area of the test chip is about
10 mm2. The nominal supply voltage for the core is 1.8 V
while 3.3 V supply is used for the I/O cells. In order to
explore the full potential of the dual-VDD scheme, a
separate set of power and ground pads were used to provide
the low VDD supply to the low-VDD portion of the test
chip as shown in Fig. 14. The test chip is packaged in a 52pin ceramic Leadless Chip Carrier (LCC) package.
Table 2 shows the features of our polyphase channelizer
test chip. Functionality verification and power measurements of the test chip were done at different low VDD
(VDDL) values. A Tektronix logic analyzer was used for
input pattern generation and output monitoring. Power
consumption was measured by applying sequences of
random input data. The test chip was functional at VDDL
from 1.8 V to 0.9 V at input data rate of 480 MSPS, i.e.,
frequency of the input clock signal is 240 MHz. The power
consumption of the test chip at different VDDL is also
shown in Fig. 15. The top curve shows the total power
consumption of the chip, which is denoted by PTOTAL.
Without employing dual-VDD (i.e, the whole chip operates
at 1.8 V), the total power consumption is 57 mW. By
reducing VDDL to 0.9 V, the total chip power consumption
is 21.1 mW, reduced by a factor of 2.7. The bottom curve
shows the power consumption of the low-VDD portion of
the test chip, denoted by PVDDL, which closely follows a
quadratic dependence on VDDL.

7 Conclusions
We presented an energy-efficient hardware architecture and
VLSI implementation of a polyphase channelizer, which is
an important component of subband adaptive filtering
system. Optimizations at the algorithmic, architectural and
circuit level are integrated to achieve low power consumption while accommodating a high system throughput. As
algorithmic and architectural techniques, multirate signal
processing and computation sharing differential coefficient
(CSDC) method are effectively used. Efficient circuit-level
techniques such as low power commutator implementation,
dual-VDD scheme and novel level-converting flip-flop
(LCFF), are also used to further reduce the power
dissipation. Simulation results of the full bit-length implementation of the proposed polyphase channelizer show a
power consumption of 352 mW with system throughput of
480 MSPS. A reduced bit-length version of the design was
fabricated in a test chip using TSMC 0.18 um process for
functional verification of the proposed hardware architecture and VLSI design techniques. Chip measurement results
show a power saving of 2.7X using the proposed dual-VDD
implementation.
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